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ABSTRACT
0 'il Y
Numerical methods and computer programs are presented for the
analysis of heat shields. The finite element technique is used to
determine stresses and displacements developed in composite axi-
symmetric solids of arbitrary geometry subjected to axisymmetric
thermal or mechanical loads. This technique is then applied to the
development of an automated computer program for the analysis of
axisymmetric heat shields subjected to axisymmetric thermal and pres-
sure !oadings. Finally, the numerical technique is extended to the
analysis of heat shields subjected to non-axisymmetric thermal
loading.
Several examples are presented to illustrate the application
of the method and to demonstrate its validity. FORTRAN II card
listings and descriptions of the use of the above programs are given
4
in the appendices, i/ { L.,_
/r
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w = Displacement in the
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= Over-Relaxation Factor
V = Shear Strain
= Strain in the Radial, Circumferential and LongitudinalCr,e,z Direction
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= Stress in the Radial, Circumferential and Longitudinal
_r,e,z Direction
= Shearing Stress
[a].
Eu]
= Matrix Transpose
= Displacement Transformation Matrix
= Matrix of Elastic Coefficients
= Displacement Transformation Matrix - Harmonic n
= Matrix of Element Corner Forces
= Matrix of Element Corner Displacements
= Element Stiffness Matrix
= Nodal Point Displacements
= Nodal Point Loads
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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this investigation is the development of methods
of analysis and digital computer programs to aid in establishing the
structural integrity of manned spacecraftheat shields. The results of
the analysis which are presented in this report indicate only the cap-
abilities of the computer programs and do not necessarily represent the
behavior of a specific heat shield. The final evaluation of the structural
capability of a heat shield must be based on a certain amount of engineer-
ing judgement, in connection with the use of the computer programs.
In this investigation the finite element method is used to de-
termine stresses and displacements developed in solids of revolution.
First, a numerical procedure and a digital computer program are develop-
ed for the analysis of composite axisymmetric solids of arbitrary
geometry subjected to axisymmetric thermal or mechanical loads. Second,
this program is specialized to the analysis of axisymmetric heat shields.
Finally, the same numerical technique is extended to the analysis of
heat shields subjected to non-axisymmetric thermal loading. A description
of the method of analysis and the use of the above computer programs is
presented. In addition, FCRTRAN II listings of the above programs are
incorporated in this report.
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During the initial phases of this contract, finite difference
techniques were used to solve the governing differential equations for
displacements of the system. However, considerable difficulty was en-
countered in the solution of the resulting set of linear equations. An
iterative approach, coupled with over-relaxation techniques, resulted in
inadequately convergent displac_nents. The direct solution technique
gave a matrix for the set of simultaneous equations which was ill-
conditioned. An additional difficulty of the finite difference technique
was encountered in satisfying the boundary conditions at the edge of the
heat shield. The finite el_nent approach proved more practical and more
versatile; therefore, the finite difference method was discontinued.
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PART Is METHOD OF ANALYSIS
I
I
I
I
A. INTRODUCTION
The "finite element method" is a general method of structural
analysis in which a continuous structure is replaced by a finite number
of elements interconnected at a finite number of nodal points -- (such an
idealization is inherent in the conventional analysis of frames and trusses).
In this investigation the finite element method is applied to the determina-
tion of stresses and displacements developed in axisymmetric elastic
structures of arbitrary geometry and material properties which are sub-
jected to thermal and mechanical loads.
An assemblage of different types of axisymmetric elements is used
to represent the continuous structure. Approximations are made on the
displacements within each element of the system. Based on these ap-
proximations_ equilibrium equations are developed for all elements.
From _:di_ect stiffne_ techniques", the equilibrium equations, in terms
of unknown nodal point displacements_ are developed at each nodal point.
A solution of this set of equations constitutes a solution to the finite
element system.
B. EQUILIBRIUM EQUATIONS FOR AN ARBITRARY FINITE ELEMENT
I. Strain-Displacement Relationship
The first step in the determination of the stiffness (corner
forces in terms of corner displacements and temperature changes), of a
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finite element is to assumea solution for the displacement field within
the element. It is desirable that this assumeddisplacement field
satisfies compatibility between other elements in the system. Based on
this solution for the displacements within the element, it is possible
to develop an expression for the strains at any point within the element
in terms of the nodal points (corner) displacements. This expression in
matrix form is
where el i_ a column matrix of the H componentsof strain
u_ is a column matrix of the N nodal point displacements
a_ is an M x N strain-displacement transformation matrix -
this matrix maybe a function of space
@ Stress-Strain Relationship
For an elastic material_ the stresses at any point within
the element are expressed in terms of the corresponding strains by the
elastic stress-strain relationship. Or, in matrix form
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where
_] s a column matrix of the M componentsof stress
e] is a column matrix of the M components of strain
m] s a coltunnmatrix of the M components of thermal stress
C] is an MxM matrix of material property coefficients
The size (M) of these matrices will depend on the type of element
being considered. The coefficients of matrices [G] and [m] will depend
on material properties. Since [cJ is completely arbitrary, anisotropic
materials can be handled. Also, each element in the system may have
different properties; therefore, camposite structures are readily represent-
ed by the finite element idealization.
3. Internal Work
The internal work, or strain energy, which is associated with
an infinitesimal volume element dV within the finite element is given by
I
dNl = _ (el_l + ¢2 _2 "'"" + ¢M _M ) dV
or in matrix form
T
I
The substitution of Equation (1.2) into Equation (1.3) yields
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Equation (I°i) maybe written in transposed form as
(1.5)
After Equations (I.I) and (1.5) are substituted into Equation (1.4), the
internal work is given by
=I
- a "r dV
2
(1.6)
The total strain energy stored within the element is found by
integrating Equation (1.6) over the volume of the finite element. Or
,_ - _[u]_[[.] [c]-[.][u]_ [u]Tf[ IT[ ]+I_ a _ dV2 (1.7)
4. External Work
The work supplied externally at the nodal points of the
finite element is given by
WE ooooooo...2
or in matrix form
i [u]_[]WE= _ s
where [U] T
(1.8)
is a row matrix of the N nodal point displacements
is a column matrix of the N corresponding nodal point forces
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5. External Work = Internal Work
The external work, Equation (1.8), is equated to the internal
work, Equation (1.7), yielding
where the element stiffness matrix
and the thermal load matrix
(i.io)
(1.11)
Equation (1.9) represents an energy balance (scalar equation) for a single
nodal point displacement pattern. If the final displacements [ui] are
assumed to be composed of N separate displacement patterns,[uij ] j = l_...N,
and if the final forces [Si3 are assumed to be composed of N correspond-
ing sets of forces, [_iJ3 j = l, .... N, Equation (1.9) may be written as
°
To eliminate the term [_]T, the displacement patterns must be
T
selected in such a manner as to assure an inverse of [_3" An acceptable
matrix is a diagonal matrix of the final displacement, or
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Equation (1.12) is nowpremultiplied by _u_" 1 yielding
r -I
where/IJ isa diagonal unit matrix.
Since only linear systems are considered, the N displacement patterns
may be superimposed. Or
I
i
I
I
i
I
Since
§ijSi = and ui = uii
J=I,...N
Equation (1.15) expresses nodal point forces in terms of nodal point
displacements and temperature changes within the element.
C@ EQUILIBRIUM EQUATIONS FOR A SYST_ OF FINITE EL_ENTS
The first step in the procedure is to express all element forces in
terms of external nodal point displacements for each el_ent in the
system. This is accomplished by expanding Equation (1.14) in terms of
the N possible nodal point displacements; this will yield M matrix equations
of the form
m = i, .... M (1.16)
where M is the total number of elements in the system.
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The matrix rkml is termed the complete stiffness of element m and involves
only terms which are associated with the displacements of the connecting
nodal points. Consequently, the majority of the coefficients of this
matrix equation are zero. The matrix Ir] contains all possible nodal point
displacements of the complete finite element system. The matrix [8m] is a
column matrix containing the forces acting on element m in the direction
of the nodal point displacements [r]. The thermal load matrix [LTM] and the
element stiffness matrix [kTM] are given by Equations (1.11) and (1.10)_
however, the order (size) of these matrices has now been expanded to
correspond with the total number of nodal point displacements.
In order to satisfy equilibrium of all nodal points, the sum of the
internal element forces must be equal to the external nodal point loads.
Or
m=l,...M
where [p] is the externally applied nodal point loads.
of Equation (1.16) into Equation (1.17) yields
Z
m=l,.. _M re=l,o..M
(1.17)
The substitution
(l.18)
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Ir '
or rewritten in the following form:
[R] = [K] [r]
where
m=l_.. _M
(1.19)
(1.20)
m=l_. °,M
Equation (1.19), which is an equilibrium relationship between external
loads and internal forces, represents a system of N linear equations in
terms of N unknown displacements.
Do SOLUTION OF EQUILIBRIUM EQUATIONS
Equation (1.19) represents the relationship between all nodal point
forces and all nodal point displacements. Mixed boundary conditions are
considered by rewriting Equation (1.19) in the following partitioned form:
(1.22)
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where [R_]
Ira] =
[_J
the specified nodal point forces
the unknown nodal point forces
the unknown nodal point displacements
the specified nodal point displacements
Equation (1.22) may be expressed in terms of two separate equations, or
[Rb]= [Kba] Ira]+ [Kbb] [rb] (1.24)
Equation (1.23) is rewritten in the following reduced form:
[Kaa] Ira] = IRa] (1.25)
where the modified load vector, IRa] is given by
[_a] [_,] ['a_][r_] (_)
In Part II of this report, the Gauss-Seidel iterative technique
is used to solve Equation (1.25) for the unknown nodal point displacements
Ira]. Appendix A gives a direct approach thesolution which is used in
automated computer programs for the thermal stress analysis of heat shields,
Parts III and IV of this report.
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E° ELEMENTSTRESSES
After the nodal point displacements have been determined, the strains
within any element in the system are evaluated by the direct application
of Equation (1.1). The corresponding stresses are calculated from the
stress-strain relationship, Equation (1.2).
I
I
I
I
I
I
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PART II GENITAL CCMPUT_ PROGRAM FOR THE ANALYSIS
OF ARBITRARY AXISYMMETRIC STRUCTURES
A. INTRO_JCTION
The stress analysis of an axisymmetric structure of arbitrary shape,
subjected to thermal and mechanical loads is of considerable practical
interest. Although the governing differential equations have been known
for many years, closed form solutions have been obtained for only a
limited number of structures. Thus, the investigator must often rely on
experimental or numerical procedures to solve this problem.
Experimental methods, such as Photoelasticity, have proven to be
versatile tools in the analysis of many axisymmetric structures. However,
for structures composed of several different materials or structures with
thermal loading, this approach is limited.
The finite difference method, which involves the replacement of
the derivatives in the differential equations and boundary conditions with
difference equations, has been the most popular of the numerical techniques.
However, for structures of composite materials and of arbitrary geometry_
the procedure is difficult to apply.
In this section the finite element method is used to determine the
stresses and displacements developed within arbitrary_ elastic solids of
revolution subjected to thermal or mechanical axisymmetric loads. The
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finite element approach replaces the continuous structure with a system
of triangular rings interconnected at a finite number of nodal points
(joints). Loads acting on the structure are replaced by statically equi-
valent concentrated forces acting at the nodal points of the finite
element system. Figure 2.1 illustrates a finite element idealization of a
typical axisymmetric solid.
B. STIFFNESSOFTRIANGULARING
I. Strain-Displac ement Relationship
Continuity between elements of the system is maintained by
requiring that within each element "lines initially straight remain
straight in their displaced position". This linear displacement field_
which is illustrated in Figure 2.2, is defined in terms of u(r,z) and
Wk
uj
FIG. 2.2 ASSUMED DISPLAC_ENT PATTERN
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a. ACTUAL RING
I
i
b. TRIANGULAR ELEMENT APPROXIMATION
FIG. 2.1 THE FINITE ELEMENT IDEALIZATION
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w(r,z) by equations of the following form:
u(r,z) = CI + C2 r + C3 z (2.1a)
= C4 +C5r +C6 zw(r,z) (2.1b)
If Equations (2.1a) and (2.1b) are evaluated at the three corners i, j, k
of the triangle, the following set of equations is obtained:
ui
_e
l
uj
wj
wk
I ri zi 0 0 0
0 O 0 1 r.
z zi
1 rj zj
0 0 0
0 0 0
1
I rk zk 0
rj
0
0 0 0 1 rk
C1
C2
c3
zj c4
o c5
c6
(2.2)
By solving the system of Equations (2.2) for the constants CI,....,C6,
they are expressed in terms of corner displacements. The strains in the
rz-plane are obtained from the assumed displacement field by considering
the basic definition of strain.
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_r = _u
--_ = C2 (2.3a)
= _w = C6 (2.3b)
- = _u + _w = C3 + C5
_rz
(2.3C)
m
At any point within the element the tangential strain ¢@ is
_@(r,z) - u(r,Z)r
The average tangential strain is found by averaging the strains at the
vertices of the triangle, or
z _i uj
¢_ =- ( r_ *- *- ) (2.3d)3 rj rk
After eliminating the constants C between Equations (2.2) and (2.3),
n
the average element strains are expressed in terms of corner displacements
by the following matrix equation:
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Cr
¢_
¢g
_rz
I
bj-b k
0
ak-aj
0 bk 0
%-aj o -ak
rB_T
S
0
-bj
0
0
aj
0
bj-b k -ak bk aj -bj
ui
wi
uj (2.4a)
wj
or in symbolic form
F,]--[-1[ul (2.4b)
where
aj = rj - ri
ak = rk - ri
bj = zj - zi
bk = zk - zi
= aj_ - akb j
The geometry of a typical triangle is illustrated in Figure 2.3
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r k
rj
ri
k
J
\
FIG. 2,3 ELEMENT DIMENSIONS
2. Stress-Strain Relationship
One important advantage of the finite element approach is
that structures with anisotropic materials can be treated. In general,
the stress-strain relationship is of the form
_r CII C12 C13 C14 Cr
I _z = C21 C22 C23 C24 Cz
i _0 C31 C32 C33 C34 ¢@
_rz C41 C42 C43 C44 Vrz
or symbolically _= [Cl ['7 + [_
Report No. F5654 Ol
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+
I
_r
!
(2.5a)
(2.5b)
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P "I
where L_J is the matrix of thermal stresses for a given temperature change o
For example_ the stress-strain relationship for an isotropic material is
given by
_r
z
_8
rz
E
(l÷_)(l-2v)
-l-v v v 0
l-v v 0
_ I-D 0
l-2v0 0 0 --
2 _
¢
r
T
T
Z
+ (2.6)
7rz 0
where v = _'AT (2°7)
3- Element Stiffness
The stiffness of a typical triangular ring, which is an
expression for corner forces in terms of corner displacements, is given
by Eq. (I.i0) as
j'[af[o]E"]
And the thermal load matrix is given by Eqo (I.ii) as
ILl =_ fa]T ['] dV
coefficients in matrices [a] and [C] are assumed not to beSince the
a function of space the above equations reduce to
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If a one-radian segment is considered, an approximate expression for
the volume of a triangular ring segment is
V= A (2.1o)
where r is the average radius given by
m
r = (ri + rj * rk)/3
and A is the cross-sectional area given by
A = (ajbk - akbj)/2
From Eqo (1.15) the six corner forces acting at the vertices of a
one-radian triangular segment is given in terms of the six corner
displacements and the temperature change within the element by
,Es] : [k] [u]+ 0']
Cll
(2.11)
(2.12)
(2.13)
EQUILIBRIUM EQUATIONS FOR COMFLETE STRUCTURE
The equilibrium of the complete system of triangular rings, which
is an expression for nodal point loads in terms of nodal point
displacements_ is given by the following matrix equation_
[R]=EK-iEr l (2.14)
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The stiffness matrix [K] and the load matrix[R] are determined by
"direct stiffness" techniques as indicated in the previous section,
Eqso (1.20) and (lo21). In addition to the thermal loads, the [R]
matrix is composedof concentrated external forces acting at the nodal
points of the system° Hence, pressures acting on the boundary of a
segment of the structure are replaced by statically equivalent forces
acting at the nodal points.
Mixed boundary conditions are considered by a simple transformation
of Eqo (2o14); Eqso (1o22) to (i°26) give the details of this
modification°
Do DETEEMINATION OF DISPLAC_NT AND STRESSES
Equation (2o14) is solved for the unknown nodal point displacements
by the application of the well-known Gauss-Seidel iterative procedure.
This involves the repeated calculation of new displacements from the
equation
nn _ nii _ ni i
i=l, oon_l i=n+l, oon
where n
(2o15)
is the number of the unknown and s is the cycle of iteration.
The only modification of the procedure introduced in this analysis
is the simultaneous application of Equation (2.15) to both components
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of displacements at each nodal point.
vectors with r and z components.
Therefore, rn and R becomen
The rate of convergence of the Gauss-Seidel procedure can be
greatly increased by the use of an over-relaxation factor. This factor
is applied by first calculating the change in displacement _r (s) of
n
nodal point n and then determining the new displacement from the
following equation:
r(S) = r(S-1) + _Ar(S) (2.16)
n n
where _ is the over-relaxation factor.
The solution of an over-relaxation factor, which gives the best
convergence, depends on the characteristics of the particular problem.
However, experience has indicated that for most structures, the optimum
over-relaxatlon factor is between 1o8 and 1.95o
Since only the non-zero terms in Equation (2o14) are developed and
stored by the computer program, a solution of several hundred equations
is possible, thereby, making it possible to solve large finite element
systems.
For each element the average strains are calculated directly from
the nodal point displacements by the application of Equation (2°4)° The
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average element stresses are then determined from the stress-strain
relationship for the element, Equation (2.5). In addition, at each
nodal point, stresses are computedby averaging the stresses in all
elements attached to the point.
E. COMPUTERP OGRAM
The complete analysis of an axisymmetric solid by the finite element
method involves three separate phases. First, the structure must be
idealized by a system of triangular rings. Second, this system is solved
for displacements and stresses from given nodal point forces. Third, the
displacements and stresses are presented graphically for further evaluation
and utilization.
The selection of the system of finite elements for a particular
problem is completely arbitrary; therefore, axisymmetric structures,
composedof many interacting components, of practically any shape may
be handled. By numbering all elements and nodal points, in a convenient
manner, the system can be defined in the form of three numerical arrays
nodal point array, element array and boundary point array. The nodal
point array contains the coordinates and the loads or displacements that
are associated with each nodal point of the system. The element array
contains, for each element in the system, the location of the element
(the three nodal point numbers defining the corners of the element and
other possible parameters which are associated with the element (i.e.j
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elastic constants, density and temperature changes). The boundary array
indicates the type of restraint that exists at boundary nodal points.
These three arrays, along with some basic control information,
constitute the numerical input for the digital computer program. The
program itself performs three major tasks in the analysis of the finite
element system of triangular rings. First, the equilibrium equations for
the system are formed from the basic numerical description of the system@
Second, this set of equations is solved for the nodal point displacements.
Third, the internal stresses are determined from these displacements.
I. Input Information
To define the system of finite elements, all nodal points
and elements are numbered as illustrated in Figure 2°4. Based on this
numbering system, the following sequence of punched cards constitutes
the input to the computer program.
a. TITLE CARD (72H)
Columns 2 to 72 of this card contain _nformation to
be printed with results
b. CONTROL CARD (614, 2E12.5)
Columns i - 4 Number of elements
5 - 8 Number of nodal points
9 - 12 Number of restrained boundary points
13 - 16 Cycle interval for print of unbalanced
forces
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ZZ- LOAD
R- ORDI NATE
R3LOAD
N
FIG. 2.4 NUMBERING SYSTEM
AND NODAL POINTS
24
NODAL POINTNUMBER
ELEMENT NUMBER
FOR ELEMENTS
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17-20 Cycle interval for print of results
21-24 Maximumnumber of cylces problem may
run
25-36 Convergence limit for unbalanced forces
37-48 Over-relaxation factor
C@ ELEMENT ARRAY - I card per element (414, 4E12o4,
F8.4)
de
Column 1-4
5-8
9-12
13-16
17-28
29-40
41-52
53-64
65-72
NOBAL POINT ARRAY - I card per nodal point
4F8.1, 12.8)
Column i-4
5-12
13-20
21-38
29-36
37-48
49-60
Element Number
Nodal point number i
Nodal point number j
Nodal point number k
Modulus of elasticity E
Density of element p
Poisson's ratio
Coefficient of thermal expansion
Temperature change within element AT
(if4,
Nodal point number
R-ordinate
Z-ordinate
R-load
Total force acting
Z-load _ radian segment.
R-displacement
Z-displacement
in counter-
clockwise order
on a one
On free nodal points, the displacements are initial guesses for the
iterative solution. On restrained nodal points, the input displacements
are the specified final displacements of the nodal point.
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e. BOUNDARY POINT ARRAY - i card per restrained nodal
point (214, IF6)
Columns 1-4 Nodal point numbers
5-8 0 if point is fixed in both directions
i if point is fixed in the R-direction
2 if point is free to move along a line
of slope S
9-16 Slope S (type 2 points only)
@ Output Information
The foliowing information is generated and printed by the
computer program:
a.
b.
C.
d.
Input Data
Nodal Point Displacement
Average Element Stresses
Average Nodal Point Stresses
3. Timing
For the IBM 7094 the computational time required by the
program is approximately 0.004 x n x m seconds, where n equals the
number of nodal points and m equals the number of cycles of iteration.
Depending on the desired degree of convergence, it may be necessary to
extend the iteration process.
4. Program Listing
A card listin_ of the FORTRAN II source deck for the general
axisymmetric program is included in Appendix D of this report. This
program is compiled for a maximum size of 550 elements or 340 nodal points°
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F° EXAMPLE
An infinite cylinder subjected to steady state temperature
distribution, for which an exact solution is known, is selected as a
means of verifying the finite element analysis. A finite element
idealization of a section of the cylinder is shown in Figure 2.5a. The
temperature distribution which is assumed constant within each element,
is plotted in Figure 2.5b. The hoop stresses are compared with the exact
solution in Figure 2.5c. Considering the coarse mesh, agreement with the
exact solution is very good except at the two boundary points. This
discrepancy is due to the fact that nodal point stresses are calculated
by averaging the stresses in the attached elements. Therefore, the
boundary nodal point stress reflects the average stress in the elements
near the boundary.
In general, good boundary stresses are obtained by plotting the
interior stresses and extrapolating to the boundary. This type of
engineering judgement is always necessary in evaluating results from a
finite element analysis.
G. DISCUSSION
This section demonstrates the application of the finite element
technique to the stress analysis of structures of revolution. The approach
reduces the stress analysis to a simple procedure. In order to use the
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O. FINITE ELEMENT IDEALIZATION -INFINITE CYLINDER
ATURE
I
D
I b. TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION
I
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I _ EXACT SOLUTION
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FIG. 2.5 ANALYSIS OF INFINITE CYLINDER
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program, it is only necessary to select an element idealization of the
structure and to supply the computer program with data that numerically
define the system of elements. Therefore, the program may be used as a
tool in design since changes in materials and geometry of the structures
may involve only minor changes in the input data.
In addition, the program may be extended to include the effects
of anisotropic materials. For this case, the input to the program must
be expanded to include the general elastic constants defined by Eq. (2.5).
For the analysis of a specific type of structure, this program can
be further automated by incorporating a mesh generator and the calculation
of temperature-dependent material properties. In the next section of
this report the program is specialized to the thermal stress analysis
of axisymmetric heat shields for manned spacecraft.
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PARTIII AUTOMATED PROGRAM FOR AXISYMMETRIC HEAT
SHIELDS SUBJECTED TO AXISYMMETRIC LOADS
A. INTRON_CTION
The general computer program for the analysis of arbitrary
axisymmetric structure_ as given in the previous section, can be applied
to the thermal stress analysis of heat shields. However_ the use of this
program for such a complex structure involves a large amount of detail
work to select the finite element idealization and to prepare the computer
input. In addition_ the convergence of the Gauss_Seidel iteration procedure
is slow for this type of structure and a solution may require an excessive
amount of computer time.
By restricting the general computer program to the analysis of heat
shields and by automating the input_ a considerably more efficient prog_oam
can be developed. The geometry of the heat shield is supplied to the
computer program in the form of R and Z coordinates and ablator thickness
at various points along the bond line. The required triangular mesh and
the temperature at the grid points are generated within the program.
Material properties at various temperatures are supplied in tabular form
and the program automatically develops analytical expressions for the
material properties by least square techniques. The flanges of the sand_
wich shell are idealized by special conical shell elements and the honey_
comb core material is treated as a separate material. This approach
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eliminates the need for the establishing of a pseudo-thickness for the
composite sandwich shell. The solution of the equilibrium equations,
which was previously obtained by an iterative approach is accomplished
by a direct solution procedure. Becauseof their significance, stresses
within the sandwich plates and at the bond line are included in the
computer output.
Bo MESHGENERATION
A typical finite element idealization of the cross-section of a
heat shield is shownin Figure 3.1. The basic element in this system is
a quadrilateral ring, which in turn is composedof two triangular rings
(Part II). In this particular case, the sandwich shell is represented by
the first two rows of elements and the ablator is idealized by four rows
of elements; there are 30 points in the meridional direction. The specific
meshconfiguration is a variable which is supplied to the computer program.
In general, the geometry of the shell is given by the R-Z coordinates
of the points at the bond line between the sandwich shell and the ablator.
The points on lines perpendicular to the bond line inside the variable
thickness ablator and inside the constant thickness sandwich shell are
generated automatically within the program. Thin shell cone elements are
used to represent the face plates of the sandwich shell.
From a given temperature distribution at the bond line_ the grid point
temperatures are assumedto be constant within the shell and are assumed
to vary parabolicallywithin the ablator.
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C. DETERMINATIONF DISPLACEMENTSANDSTRESSES
Based on temperature dependent material properties, the _quilibrium
relationship for each quadralateral ring is developed and then combined to
form the equilibrium equations of the complete system of rings. Similarly
the stiffness properties of the face plates of the sandwich shell are
incorporated into the equilibrium of the system. The axisymmetric
behavior of a typical conical element is a special case of the non-
axisymmetric behavior which is given in Appendix C. The unknownsin
this set of equations are the vertical and radial displacements at each
grid point in the system. The satisfying of possible displacement boundary
conditions requires that these equations be modified as indicated by
Equation (1.25)o Because of the physical characteristics of the heat
shield, the resulting set of equations is in band form. Appendix A
indicates the necessary modification to restrict the standard Gaussian
elimination procedure to the solution of symmetrical band systems. This
approach results in a definite increase incapacity and speed over the
iterative technique and it eliminates the problem of convergence.
After the equilibrium equations are solved for the unknown grid
point displacements_ the average stresses within each triangular ring
are calculated as indicated in Part II of this report. Based on the
stresses in the two triangular rings, average quadrilateral stresses are
calculated for each quadrilateral ring in the system.
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D. COMH_ER PROGRAM
The first step in the stress analysis of an axisymmetric heat
shield is to select points at the bond line at regular intervals along
the meridian of the shield. A quadrilateral mesh is automatically
developed by the program from the R and Z coordinates. The material
properties vs. temperature for the ablator and bond are supplied to
the computer in tabular form and the computer program automatically
determines analytical expressions for the properties by a least square
procedure (see Appendix B for details of method). Finally, the grid
points which are to be restrained and the external loads which act at
grid points are specified.
i. Input Information
The following sequence of punched cards numerically defines
the heat shield to be analyzed.
a@
b@
 msT CARD - (?2H)
Columns 1 to 72 of this card contains information
to be printed with results
SECOND CARD - (615, 2F10.2)
Columns 1 - 5 Number of points along the shield =NMAX
6 - lONumber of points thru the thickness-MMAX
ll - 15 Location of bond line -MB
16 - 20 Number of material property cards - NP
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21 - 25 Number of points with radial and
axial loads - NL
26 - 30 Number of additional boundary
conditions - NB
31 - 40 Surface temperature of ablator
_l - 50 Zero stress temperature
THIRD CARD - Properties of Sandwich Core (_FlO,2)
Columns 1 - 10 Modulus of elasticity
ll - 20 Poisson's ratio
21 - 30 Coefficient of thermal expansion
31 - 40 Thickness of core
FO[_TH CARD - Properties of Sandwich Face Plates
(_F12.2)
Columns 1 - i0 Modulus of elasticity
ii - 20 Poisson's ratio
21 - 30 Coefficient of thermal expansion
31 - 40 Thickness of single face plate
GEOI_rRY CARDS - ( 4FIO. 2 )
One card per point along shield, in order from axis
of symmetry to edge (NMAX cards).
Columns 1 - 10 R-ordinate at bond line
ll - 20 Z-ordinate at bond line
21 - 30 Temperature at bond line
31 - 40 Normal thickness of ablator
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f. MATERIALPROPERTYCARDS- (hFlO.2)
One card for each temperature (NP cards)
Columns 1 - 10 Temperature
ll _ 20 Modulus of elasticity of ablative
materia 1
21 - 30 Modulus of elasticity of bond material
31 - 41 Coefficient of thermal expansion for
ablator and bond materials
g. LOADCARDS- (215_ 2FI0.2)
One card for each point which is loaded externally
(NL cards). N and M specify the grid location of the point.
Columns I - 5 N(Meridional direction)
6 - 10 M (Thickness direction)
ll - 20 Radial Load,
21 30 Axial Load9_ Total load acting on
one radian segment
i_h. BOUNDARY CONDITION CARDS (3 5J
One card for each point which is restraint (NB cards).
N and M specify the grid location of the point,
Columns I = 5 N (Meridional direction)
6 _ IO M (Thickness direction)
ll _ 15 Boundary Code
Code = 1 point fixed in R_direction
Code = 2 point fixed in Z-direction
Code = 3 point fixed in both the R
and Z_directions
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2. Output Information
The following information is generated and printed by the
computer program.
a@
b.
C@
d.
So
f.
g.
Input data
Least squares evaluation of the temperature dependent
material property data
Coordinates and temperatures of all grid points
R and Z displacement at all grid points
Average stresses in quadrilateral rin_s
Stresses in sandwich face plates
Stresses in bond layer
3. Timing
The computer time required by this program for an axi_
symmetric analysis of a heat shield is approximately
time = A + Bo(NMAX)°(MMAX) 2 (Seconds)
The constants A and B depend on the specific computer system
which is employed. For the IBM 7094 A:20 and B=O°02, and the time required
for a 30 x 7 mesh is 50 seconds_
4. Pr_EggramListing
A card listing of the FORTRAN II source deck for the
automated computer program for the _xisymmetric stress analysis of heat
shields is given in Appendix Eo The program is compiled for a maximum
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grid size of 40 points in the meridional direction and i0 points through
the thickness. Material properties can be specified by a maximumof
50 cards.
E• EXAMPLES
Several axisymmetric analyses of a heat shield were conducted to
evaluate the significance of the various structural parameters. A
typical finite element idealization of the heat shield is shown in
Figure 3.1.
1. Effect of Mesh Size
The first example was selected to illustrate the effect
of mesh size on the accuracy of the displacements and stresses developed
within the heat shield. For a structure fixed at the edge, typical re=
sults of two analyses with different meshes are shown in Figure 3.2. This
example illustrate3 tb_t two layers of elements in the sandwich shell are
adequate for the purposes of predicting stresses. It is of interest to
note that the stress distribution varies linearly within the sandwich
shell_ thereby confirming the assumption made in thin shell theory. The
displacements for these two analyses differed by less than one percent.
2. Effect of Ablator Thickness on Stress Distribution
Figure 3°3 shows typical results of three analyses of heat
shields with different ablator thicknesses. In general_ the magnitude of
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the maximumstresses in the ablator were in good agreement. This example
illustrates that the thickness of the ablator is not an important
structural parameter at the temperature of re-entry.
3. Effect of Boundary Conditions on the Behavior of the
i-lea t Snieid
The support condition which is imposed on the heat shield
is an extremely important parameter. Figure 3.4 illustrates the
deflected position of the bond line for two different support conditions.
The resulting stresses differ significantly. Therefore, it is important
that the boundary condition which is imposed on the finite element
system is a realistic approximation of the physical support condition
which exists in the actual heat shield.
F. DISCUSSION
The automated computer program presented in this section reduces
the analysis of an arbitrary heat shield subjected to axisymmetric
thermal or mechanical loads to a simple procedure, The program auto_
matically generates the finite element grid, evaluates temperature-
dependent material properties_ solves the equilibrium equations for
the grid point displacements and calculates stresses within elements_
sandwich shell face plates and at the bond layer. Arbitrary boundary
conditions can be imposed since any of the grid points may be restrained
in either the R or Z directions_
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IPART IV: AUTOMATED PROGRAM FOR AXISYMMETRIC HEAT SHIELDS
SUBJECTED TO NON-AXISYMMETRIC LOADS
A. INTRODUCTION
In general, the heat shield of a manned spacecraft is composed of a
constant thickness sandwich shell and an ablator which varies in thickness
in both the meridional and circumferential directions. The temperature
distribution experienced by the heat shield is also non-axisymmetric.
Because the ablator, at high temperatures, is not a major structural
element_ contributing to the overall behavior of the heat shield, an
approximation of its properties in the circumferential direction is
justified. The approximation, that it is axisymmetric, reduces the stress
analysis of a non-axisymmetric heat shield to the stress analysis of an
axisymmetric structure subjected to non-axisymmetric thermal loads. This
involves the expansion of the temperature distribution and the final
displacements of the system in Fourier series. By making use of the
orthogonality properties of the harmonic functions the three_dimensionai
analysis is divided into a series of uncoupled two-dimensional analyses.
B@ THEORY FOR THE ANALYSIS OF AN AXiSYMMETRIC BODY SUBJECTED
TO NON-AXISYMMETRIC LOADS
A theory is presented for the analysis of solids of revolution
subjected to non-axisymmetric loads which are symmetric about a plane
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containing the axis of revolution. Figure 4.1, a view of a plane per-
pendicular to the axis of revolution, shows the trace of the planeof
symmetry. Anisotropic material properties, which are constant along
any circumferential line_ are included in this formulation.
I
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I
I
i
I
i
I
l
I
The structure is idealized as a series of rings with triangular
cross-sections; the rings are interconnected at their nodal circles,
i.e., at thecircles containing the vertices of the triangles,
(Figure 4.2). Loads acting on the structure are replaced by statically
equivalent concentrated forces acting along the nodal circles.
I. Strain-Displacement Relationship
By noting the axisymmetry of the geometry and the material
properties of the body and the plane of symmetry for deformations_ the
displacements in r, 0, z coordinates may be written in the following form:
=_u (r_z) COS n8u
r 4j rn- "
us =_Uzn(r_z) sin n8
uz =_Uen(r,z) cos n8
(4.1a)
(4.1b)
(4.1c)
Within each ring element the r and z variation of the Fourier
coefficients of the displacements are assumed to be linear, i.e.,
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Urn _ k]_ + k2n r + k3nZ
Uen _ kin * k5n r + k6nZ
u _ + r ÷ kgnZzn k7n k8n
(h.2a)
(h.2b)
(h,2c)
Now expressing the constants k in terms of the corner values
of the Fourier coefficients of the displacements, i.e,, in terms of
ui i _ uj U_n_ j k k krn' U8n_ U_n' rn _ Uzn , Urn _ USn and Uzn
kln khn
kpn kSn
k3n k6n
K7n
kSn
i i ui ]
Urn Uen zn
uJ _ uJrn n zn,
k k k i
[Urn Uen Uzn I
(4.3a)
with
D
. Zor k rkz i = riz k - rjzi!
rjzk j rizj
i zj ._zk zk _ zi zi - zj
i _ = r_ r - r_ r_ - riL K j 1 a o
(h.3b)
and D _ rj,,zk: - z±) r_(,_s" _k) + rk(z_- :j) (4.3c)
Combining Fquation (_.I) with the strain-displacement
relationships, the following expressions for the strains are found:
5u
¢ cos ne (4o4a)¢ 5r Lr rn
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1 _u8 u
r Cen cos n8 (h.hb)
Cz = 5-Z--= Czn cos n8 (4-4c)
I 8Ur 8ue Ue
_re --(_ _'- + _ _) = _ Wren sin ne (4.hd)
8u 8u
-- r
Vrz (r_ + 8-_-) =L Vrzn sos n8 (4.4e)
+I z) ___r _e 7ezn sin ne C4.1t)
am
where ¢ =
rn _r (4.5a)
1
¢8n = _ (nUsn+ Ur) (h.Sb)
_Uzn
' = -- (4.5c)
zn _z
_Usn Usn nu
rn (4.5d)
7ren _ 5r r r
8Uzn 8Urn
- + (4o5e)Vrzn 8r _z
8Uen Uzn
7ezn _z n r (4o5f)
Within a given ring the approximate values of strain for the harmonic
n are calculated by combining Equations (h.2), (h.3) and (4,5). The
u
hoop strain is assumed to be constant within the ring and rn is
r
approximated by
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ui u j uk
rn + rn + rn 1 (r i + rj + rk)_ --j- , with r =3r 3r 3r
Thus, for the harmonic n the six componentsof strain within the element
are given in terms of the nine corner displacements by the following
matrix equation:
E.jo [uol
The Strain-displacement transformation matrix (for convenience it is
written in its transposed form)is defined on the next page, Eq. (4°6b).
2. Stress-Strain Relationship
The stress=strain relationship for the harmonic n is
written in the following symbollic form:
 °J-L lE,J÷E,J (4.7a)
For an isotropic material this becomes
_rn
zn
_l"en
rzn
De zn
_ S 8 o o o
B e S o o o
8 _ 0 0 0
0 0 0 I_ 0 0
0 0 0 0 _ 0
0 0 0 0 0 I_
II :
rn i
l
¢ lln i
_.n
i
CrOn
rzn
¢Ozn_
T
n
'1"n
n
0
0
0
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where _ - _ (4.8a)
= _ E (4.8b)
(l+V)(l-2_ !)
E (4.8c)
_ " 2qTr_7
F_
_n= " ['[-2-_ Tn (4.8d)
T is the Fourier coefficient for the expansion of the average temperature
n
change within the ring
T = Z Tn cos n8 (4.9)
3. Equilibrium Equation for Harmonic n
By recognizing the othogonality of the harmonic functions
the same procedure which was used in Part I may be used to develop the
equilibrium equations for an element subjected to harmonic loading.
Therefore, Equation (1.15) is rewritten as
[_j=[kj[uS.[,.J
where [kJ= ,[ [GjlC ] [Gn] dV
[Ln] =, j' [%]TE'rn] dV
Within a
therefore, Equations (4.11) and (4.12) reduce to
(h.lO)
(4.11)
(4.12)
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II where the volume V is given by Equation (2,10).
all structure requires that the sum of the nodal circle forces for all
rings with a common nodal circle must equal the applied nodal force.
This results on an equation of the following form for each harmonic:
I [r ] containsllthedisplacement
where the displacement vector n
amplitudes Urn , Uen and Uzn for all nodal circles in the system.
I The equilibrium of the face plates is incorporated by a
I
I similar procedure. Appendix C gives the details of this development.
I
I
I
|
I
I
(4.13)
(4._)
Equilibrium of the over-
4. Determination of Displacements and Stresses
The number of harmonics required to represent the three-
dimensional temperature distribution indicates the number of two-
dimensional problems which must be solved_ For each harmonic Equation
(4.15) must be solved for the unknown displacement amplitudes. The
corresponding strain amplitudes are calculated for each finite element
by Equation (4.6) and then stress amplitudes are found by the application
of Equation (4.7). The final displacements of the system for any angle
are calculated from Equation (4.1). The final stresses are determined
from the stress amplitudes by the following equations:
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Crr(r'z'9) = >,' Srn cos n9
_z (r'z_) =Z' ffzn cos ne
_o(r,z;O) _/. OOn sin ne
(r,z_0)- Z _ cos ne
•rz rzn
_(r,z_)_ _ren sin ne
'" _ _ sin n%_.t2k,,z_G ,c C@zn
, j
(4.16c)
(4.16d)
(4,16e)
(4.16f)
_q_<_u.-':e,'_ rye non..ax_7_etric best shield program is similar to
t_e ax:le_mct_",,c _._,c,_:,,_r_(]_art ,rT). The only additional input required
is the thre_dimension:_l tem_)er_'_t.uredistribution. The computer program
automatically develops the necessary Fourier coefficients for %he
temperature distribution and sums the series of two-dimensional analyses
to produce the final disnlacements and stresses in the system_
I. input Information
The following semuence of punched cards numerically defines
the hea_ shield to be analyzed:
a. FIRST OAreD _ (72H)
(;o.lu,ms i to 72 of this card contains information to
be poSnted with results
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b_
C@
d@
e4
SECOND CArD - (615, 2FI0.2)
Columns 1 - 5 Number of points along meridian
of shield - Nlv_X
6 - i0 Number of points through thickness -
MMAX
II - 15 Location of bond line - MB
16 - 20 Number of material property cards - NP
21 - 25 Number of harmonic to be used in
analysis - NL
26 - 30 Number of boundary condition cards - NB
31 - 40 Surface temperature of ablator
41 - 50 Temperature of zero stress
THIRD CARD - Properties of Sandwich Core (4FI0.2)
Columns I - I0 Modulus of elasticity
ii - 20 Poisson's ratio
21 - 30 Coefficient of thermal expansion
31 - 40 Thickness of core
FOURTH CARD - Properties of Sandwich Fact Plates (4F_0.2)
Columns i - I0 Modulus of elasticity
II - 20 Poisson's ratio
21 - 30 Coefficient of thermal expansion
31 - 40 Thickness of single face plate
GEOMETRY CARDS - (kFlO.2)
One card per point along shield in order from axis of
symmetry to edge (NMAX cards).
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Columns I - i0 R-ordinate at bond line
ii - 20 Z-ordinate at bond line
21 - 30 Temperature at bond line
31 - 40 Normal thickness of ablator
The temperature information is used by the program
to determine the axisymmetric temperature-dependent material properties.
f. mTmIAL PROPERTY CARDS - (_lO. 2)
One card for each temperature (NP cards)
Columns I - i0 Temperature
Ii - 20 Modulus of elasticity of ablative
material
21 - 30 Modulus of elasticity of bond material
31 - 41 Coefficient of thermal expansion for
ablative and bond materials
g. THREE-DIM_SIONAL TEMPERAT[_E DISTRIBVflON CARDS
A table of bond line temperature values at I0 degree
increments along 9 circumferential lines is punched in the following form:
Ist. card - (9F8.0)
R-ordinates of 9 circumferential points on
bond line
2nd card - (9F8.0)
Z-ordinates of 9 circumferential points on bond
line
3rd to 21st card- (9F8.0)
One card for each I0 degree increment (0 to 180°).
Each card contains the 9 temperatures which correspond to the above R and
Z-ordinates.
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h@ BOUNnARY CONDITION CARDS - (315)
One card per restrained nodal circle (NB cards)
Column I - 5 N} mesh point N, M
6 I0 M
ll - 15 = i restrained in R-direction
2 restrained in e-direction
3 restrained in Z-direction
_ restrained in R and 8-directionsrestrained in R and Z-directions
6 restrained in e and Z-directions
7 restrained in R, 8 and Z directions
io PRINT ANGLE CARDS - (IFS.0)
Column 1 - 5 angle 8
For each "print angle card" a complete set of
displacement and stresses are printed for angle e.
o Output Information
The following information is generated and printed by the
computer program:
me
b.
CB
d.
e,
Input data
leas5 squares evaluation of the temperature-dependent
material property data
Coordinates and temperature of all grid points
Two-dimensional Fourier temperature coefficients
For each print angle
(1) R, Z, and e displacement at all grid points
(2) Average stresses in quadrilatoral rings
(3) Stresses in sandwich face plates
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3• Timin_
The computer time required by this program for the non-
axisymmetric analysis of a heat shield is approximately
time = A + B "(NMAX)'(MMAX)2.NL (seconds)
For the IBM 7094 computer A=20 and B=O.05, and the time required for a
30 x 7 mesh with 4 harmonics is approximately 5 minutes.
4. Program Listing
A card listing of the FORTRAN II source deck for the
computer program for the non-axisymmetric analysis of heat shields is
given in Appendix E. The program is compiled for a maximum grid size
of 30 points in the meridional direction and 8 points through the thick-
ness. A maximum of i0 harmonics may be considered. Material properties
can be specified by a maximum of 50 cards.
Standard input tape 5 and output tape 6 are used by the
program. Tape 20 is used for temporary storage within the program; it
may be necessary to change this tape unit to conform with local computer
center policy.
D. EXAMPLES
Two analyses of axisymmetric heat shields subjected to non-sxisymmetric
temperature distribution were conducted to illustrate the application of the
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program. In both cases, the axisymmetric finite element meshwas similar
to the mesh given by Figure 3.1. For the purpose of reference the
station layout along the bond line is shown in Figure 4.3. The three-
dimensional bond layer temperature and ablator thickness distribution
for angles e _ 0, 90°, 180°are plotted in Figure 4.4.
In Analysis A the axisymmetric properties of the ablator are
assumedto be equal to the properties of the actual ablator at e = O.
In Analysis B the ablator properties at 0 = 180° are used. For both
analyses the surface temperature of the ablator is lO00 F and the temperature
at the bond surface is given by Figure 4.5. Station 20 (Figure 4.3) is
restrained at the inside surface of the shield to simulate the effect of
an intermediate support ring.
The computer output for a non-axisymmetric analysis contains
displacements and stresses at many points in the heat shield; however,
only the typical results are presented. For Analysis A the deflected
shape of the bond line at three sections is plotted in Figure 4.6a. The
non-axisymmetric behavior is significant. The displacements from
Analysis B are shown in Figure 4.6b; they are essentially the same as
those found by Analysis A. This again indicates that the ablator's thick-
ness and property variations in the circumferential direction are not of
major importance at these temperatures. Hoop stresses at station 15 are
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plotted in Figure 4.7 for two values of e. In both analyses the stresses
within the sandwich shell are in fair agreement since the material
properties do not chaugeqt these temperatures. However, within the
ablator, where the materisl properties are strongly temperature-dependent,
the stresses differ significantly. Of course, the particular solution is
most reasonable if the assumed material properties correspond with those
at the oosition of the desired stress. Hence, for e = O, Analysis A is
considered the best approximation and similarly for e = 180 °, Analysis B
is the most reasonable.
E. DISCUSSION
In this section a method and the resulting computer program are
presented for the analysis of axisymmetric heat shields subjected to non-
axisymmetric thermal loads. The program may be used to analyze an
approximate solution to a non-axisymmetric heat shield if a number of
solutions are obtained and then are judicially evaluated. At the section
where the assumed axisymmetric ablator properties (temperature and
thickness) correspond to the local properties, the stresses will be a
good approximation of the actual state of stress in the non-axisymmetric
heat shield. Therefore, for each angle @ for which stresses are desired
a separate structure must be evaluated.
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II
I
It should be pointed out that the computer program can be
extended to include non-axisymmetric pressure loading, displacement
boundary conditions and the effects of elastic supports. However,
this additional investigation was beyond the scope of the present effort.
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APPENDIX A
SOLUTION OF E_UILIBRIUM EQUATIONS
The equilibrium equations for a System of finite elements m_ be
written in the following form:
All XI + AI2 X2 + AI3 X3
A21 XI + A22 X2 * A23 X3
A31 XI + A32 X2 + A33 X3
+ AINXN - BI (AI_)
...... + A2N XN - B2 (Alb)
+A3NX N = B3 (Alc)
ANI XI + AN2 X2 + AN3 X3 .......
or symbolically
where [A]°
[x]o
'ffl -
+ ANN XN = BN ( - )
the stiffness matrix
the unknown displacements
the applied loads
(A1)
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Gaussian Eliminati on
i T]_efirst ste]
to solve Equation (Ala) for X]_ Or
I X1 " B1/All " (AI2/AII) _2 "<A13/AII ) X3 ..............
If Equation (A2) is substituted into Equations (Alb, c,
set of N-I equations is determined.
.I - + .I .. .. . + .I _. = ..i
A22 A2 A23 A3 ........... A2N AN _I
i .,,..+ .l _. + .i v . _I
A32 A2 a33 _3 ............ a3N A_ D2
I "I 1 1 I"
iI AN2 X2 + AN3 X3 .............. + ANNX N = BN
J where i = . " =A j Aij Ail AIJ/AII i, J 2_ ...., N
1 = =
l Bi Bi - Ail BI/AII i 2, .•.•, N
The first step in the solution of the above set of equations is
(AI_/A_) XN (A2)
,..., N) a modified
(A3a)
(A3b)
(A4a)
(A4b)
A similar procedure is used to eliminate X2 from Equation (A3), etc.
A general algorithm for the elimination of Xn may be written as
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_n-l,.n-l_ .n-l,.n-l,
Xn = (Vn /Ann j "Z (A_ /Ann .ix S J " n + i# ,..,# N
An .n-i An-i (An-I/An-l_
_4 " A_ - in " nJ " " ij J - n + I, ...., N
_n _n 1 n-I - n-l, n l-
Ain (Bn /Ann ) i - n.+ i_ N
_i " _i " eeoc#
j Equations A5, A6 and _Tmay be rewritten in compact form:
m, @
Aijn = Ai - A Cnj i, J - n + I, ...., N
i
I B_ " B_ 1 " A_ I .D n .i " n • 1, ...0, N
I D " Bnl/A nl
where n n. - n_.
I C = An I/An l
nJ nJ "nn .
I After the above procedure is applied N I times the original set of
i equations is reduced to the following single equation
lip
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(A5)
(A6)
(A7)
(AB)
(A9)
(AlO)
Page A3
which is solved directly for XN
X . ._-lf.N-1
In terms of the previous notationj this is
- (A.U)
I The remaining unknowns are determined in reverse order by the repeated
application of Equation (AS).
Simplification for Band Matrices
I For many finite element systems it is possible to place the stiff-
ness matrix in a '_and" form which results in the concentration of the
I elements of the stiffness matrix along the main diagonal. Therefore_ the
I following simplifications in the general algorithm (Equations A8_ A9 and
AI6) are possible:
I Xn = Dn-_Cnj Xj J = n+l, ...., n+M-i
(A12)
I +n = .n-I . .n-I
Aij Aij Ain Cnj i_ J = n + I_ +®.e_ n ÷ M -I
I _n = _n I . _n-I D i - n + I, +.e+, n + M - I(AI3)
i _i _i Ain n
(A_)
I where M is the and width of the matrix.
I
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I
The number of numerical operations can further be reduced by
recognizing that the reduced matrix at s_y st,_e of procedure is
sye_etric. Accordingly_ Equation (AI3) may be replaced by the following
equatiO.nn: _n-I .n-I i - n + Ip ***,_ n + M - 1
Aij - Aij - Ain Cnj J = i, ...., n ÷ M - 1 (AIS)
i An m An
8inc e
"ji "ij
The number of numerical operations required for the solution of a
l band matrix is proportional to NM2 as compared to N3 which is required
i for the solution of a full matrix. Also, the computer storage required
by the band matrix procedure is NM as compared to _ required by a set
t of N arbitrary equations.
This technique has been used in the automated axisymmetric program
i for the analysis of a typical heat shield idealized by a iO x 40 mesh of
t quadrilateral elements. A solution to 800 Simultaneous equations was
necessary, which required less than two minutes of computing time on
the IBM 7094.
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APP_DIX B
MATRIX FOR_IATION OF THE LEAST SQUARE CURVE-FIT R_CCF._JRE
Consider the problem of selecting the '_est" polynomial of the
form y = CI + C2X ÷ C_ 2 + C4X3 _ ...,9 C_ N'I to represent the following
set of data points:
XI' Y1 j X2J Y2 j ...... ; XM' YM
If the above polynomial is evaluated at points XI to _ M equation of the
following form are found:
CI + C2 Xm + C2 X2 ÷ ............. CN _-im " Ym m n i_ ooo,_ M
or in matrix form
m, _ m
_ _ ......_-_
_._._......_ -_
CI
C2
m
i
(mmm
CN
m
Y1 1
I
Y2
mm_
(mmm
(Bla)
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or symbolically
[A] [C] " [Y] (Blb)
where [A]
[0]
[']
- a M x N matrix
- a Nx i matrix
- a M x I matrix
T
If Equation (BI)'is pr_aultiplied by [A] , a set of N linear equations
in N unknowns is created. Consequently,
[c] [o]
T
[B] -[A] [A] -a N x N matrix
[A] T [Y][D] = = a Nx I matrix
where
Equation (B2) can now be solved directly for the unknown coefficients [C] •
This procedure is numerically equivalent to the standard least
square procedure. However, it is presented here in a form which is readily
programmed for the digital c_,puter The technique is not restricted to
polynomials.
Figure BI illustrates the application of the method in the evalua-
tion of the elastic modulus for temperature dependent materials. A
fourth order polynomial was used.
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I APPENDIX C - MATHemATICAL MODF_ OF SANDWICH SHELL
The sandwich shell substructure is composed of a honeycomb core
material and two steel face plates. The orthotropic core material is
readily represented by solid triangular rings as indicated in Part IV
I of this report. However, for the description of the behavior of theface plates, a shell type element is used. The appropriate theory is
i given in this appendix.It is assumed that the face plates are idealized by series of
truncated cone elements which are connected at mesh points of the finite
I section of a typical truncated cone elementelement system. The cross
i is shown in Figure CI.
I Z _ _ _jlj.--Nodal Circle
\\ •
I _ \_3 rJ'z"
"'_/ j_ of Thickness h
Truncated Cone Element
ri, zi
I _rI
FIGURE CI - CROSS SECTION OF TR[_CATED CONE ELEMENT
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The displacements of the system in the r, 0, z coordinate system
are written in the following form:
Urn (r_z) cos n@
uz _. Uzn (r,z) cos nO
uo _. Uon (r,_.) _in nO
I r 5) and Ogn(r ,z)_.r¢
"'zn
functions t c f: iclent: ) ass _ia ed
Wit tr c_ _eL coi e eleLent t
I functions are assumed to vary linearly. Tht within he ,Isment r,_ _;i'en :n t,_is bf
by
I _(,,,_-_ ¥ _. __ co_
I .Vg_tui +ti
,
_(%e)-/_LTU_n_ r _-t i +_t u_m_ sin no
I
I
I According the displacement in the t-direction is
I
Ii Report No. F5654 Ol
I
where Urn (r_z), Uz (r_z) and _n(r,z) are the two-dimensional displacement
(Fourier coefficients) associated with the harmonic n.
hin each uncated ne m , he two-dimensional displacement
The displacement at some point
t element a e given i erm of the nodal circle displacements
(cl)
(c2)
(c3)
Page C2
ut(t_0) " Ur(t,0 ) cos _ + Uz(tj0) sin m (C4)
a
where cos w " 7
sin w = b
The inplane strains within the truncated cone element are
ct = _- = eta cos nO (c5)
Ce = r" _T + = Cgn cos ne (C6)
i _t _N _.
_Ot = _ _ +_ = 70tn sinnO (C7)
J By cQmbining Equations (CI)through (C?), the inplane strains
J forharmonic n are expressed _n terms of nodal circle displacements by
the following matrix equations-
I -.a .b O a b
m
,
!
I
_-t n(_-t) t
r--'l" o _ _ o
. ha2 (_.t) nb I nat nbt
L_
een
_tn
C i I
u_4_
i
nt U_n
=-z - (c8_
q_,w
"rn
_le,/
I _n I
_ __nJ
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I •
i If Equation (C8) is evaluated at the center of the element, the average
element strains 8re given by
I ii UI'_ 7 7 o 7 7 o u_zn
n Ugn i
e'On I 0 _ 0 _
I _ :_n_
I
where _ = (ri + rj)/2!
or Equation (Cga)written in symbolic form
['4 " Ik].[".] (o_b)
From Hooke,s law_ the stresses within the element are givem by
I "_tn
I On
I _Otn
I
E
m
I
0
o
1 0 I _,g n 'r2 ('10a=)
0
i
(cga)
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l+ _
where _I = v2 = 2 E_t TI-_ n
Equation (lOa) expressed in symbolic form is
[_j-IC] [¢n] + ['1"] (lOb)
From Equation (1.15), the nodal circle forces in terms of the nodal
circle displacement for the harmonic n are given by
[SjI= [kn] [Un.] + [Ln3' Tn
where [Kn3' = _.A [GJ _T[C] [Gn3_
[Ln3 = _'_ [Gn3 T ['r]
(011)
For the truncated cone element
A=h "L
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
These forces are included into the overall equilibrium of the
system for the harmonic n by the same technique used for the system
of triangular rings. When n equals zero, these equations reduce to
the axisymmetric case.
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APPENDIX D
PROGRAM LISTING - ARBITRARY AXISYIg_ETRIC STRUCTURES
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APPENDIX E
PROGRAM LISTING -AXISYMMETRIC HEAT SHIELDS
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PROGRAM LISTING - NON-AXISYMMETRIC HEAT SHI_DS
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